HALF YEARLY EXAM-2021
CLASS - 10th
SUBJECT- ENGLISH (GEN.)
Q.1- What is the antonym of senior?
(1) good (2). Internal (3). evil (4). Junior
Q.2- The time of the day when light first appears:
(1). Sleep (2). Dawn (3). resolute (4). surprise
Q.3- To change something in something different means:
(1). Darkness (2). Entrancing (3). Knowledge (4). transmute
Q. 4- What is the meaning of sleep?
(1). Ugly (2). Sooted (3). Slumber (4). wake up
Q.5- Choose the correct meaning of the word thine:
(1). Yours (2). Our (3). You (4). your
Q.6- What is the meaning of soul?
(1). Ignorance (2). spirit of a person (3). evil spirit of a person (4). fascinating
Q.7-What do you mean by the word wondrous?
(1). spirit of a person (2). Tensions (3). Fascinating (4). worries
Q. 8- The name of the little disabled boy who later ran the world's fastest mile is.
(1). Pete Sampras (2). Ben Johnson (3). Dr. Glenn Cunningham (4). Diego Maradona
Q. 9- Choose the word of the phrase to continue to live in spite of danger.
(1). Mortal (2). engulf (3). terrible (4). survive
Q. 10- The fire had destroyed :
(1). the whole body, of the boy
middle part of the body

(2). the lower and middle parts (3). the lower part of his body (4). the

Q. 11- The word in the lesson similar in meaning to disable is (1). dangle (2). Cripple (3). iron persistence (4). determination
Q. 12- To produce younger ones (give one word):
(1). sleep (2). Slumber (3). breed (4). dawn
Q. 13- Choose the correct meaning of the word dangle.
(1). to hang or swing freely (2). to have to stay in bed (3). having firm determination (4). to surround
or cover somebody

Q. 14- Give antonym of the word huge.
(1). Small (2). Large (3). Happy (4). known
Q. 15-What is the meaning of the word comrade .
(1). trusted companion (2). Enemy (3). brother (4). king
Q. 16- What is the meaning of the word sacrifice ?
(1). Kill (2). Born (3). offering (4). freedom
Q. 17-Bhagat Singh called the magistrate.
(1). Unfortunate (2). Lucky (3). unlucky (4). fortunate
Q.18- The British took the dead bodies of the revolutionaries to the bank of the river.
(1). Sutlej (2) Ganga (3). Yamuna (4). Narmada
Q.19- Give one word for the phrase: A field covered in grass:
(1) meadow (2) garland (3) scramble (4) glimpse
Q.20- Who is the poet of the poem children?
(1). Burt Dublin (2). Rabindra Nath Tagore (3). Anton Chekhov (4). H.W. Longfellow
Q. 21- Choose the correct word of the phrase a gentle touch or kiss to show your love to somebody.
(1). Gladness (2). caress (3). autumn (4). wisdom
Q.22- A force that causes bad things to happen (give one word).
(1). Evil (2). good (3). soul (4). darkness
Q.23-The radiant grace of God illuminating the poet's life means:
(1) Light thy entrancing (2). Light Thy resurrecting lamp (3). Light Thy transmuting (4). Light Thy
illuminating
Q.24- Choose the correct meaning of the word thy.
(1) them (2) then (3). our (4) your
Q.25- The boy made up his mind that he would .....
(1) leave the school (2). Survive (3). not start the fire again (4). change the doctor
Q. 26- The things that helped the body to develop the ability to run was...
(1). daily massage (2). iron persistence (3). resolute determination (4). all of these
Q.27- The meaning of the word grateful is:
(1) ungrateful (2) unthankful (3). thankful (4) reluctant
Q.28- Rajguru and Sukhdev refused to

(1). go to the gallows (2). get their faces covered (3). be hanged (4). to come out of their cells
Q.29- By offering his supreme sacrifice to his motherland Bhagat Singh became a symbol
(1) progress (2). lave (3). patriotism (4) kindness
Q.30- Brook means:
(1). small river (2). river (3). waterfall (4). lake

Note- Attempt any 10 questions. Each question carries 3 marks.
Q.1 -What are the senses compared to?
Q.2- What does the door of the soul suggest?
Q.3- What should we pray for?
Q.4- What did the boy decide after listening that he would surely die?
Q.5- What was the effect of the doctor's words on the terribly burnt boy ?
Q.6- How did the boy make himself able to walk and run ?
Q.7- Describe the factors which enabled the boy to become the world's fastest mile runner
Q.8- Bhagat Singh said, one revolutionary is meeting another revolutionary, who was the other
revolutionary?
Q.9- Describe how the three revolutionaries embraced death for the cause of India's freedom?
Q.10- What did Bhagat Singh say to the Deputy Commissioner of Lahore?
Q.11- What lies in the hearts of the children?
Q.12- How does the poet compare his heart with that of children ?
Q.13.Why does the poet say that the children are better than all the ballads?

Part-3
Note- Attempt any 10 questions. Each question carries 4 marks.
Q.1- What message do you receive from the poem Light the lamp of Thy Love?
Q.2- Write four sentences about the importance of prayer.
Q.3- Write a letter to the editor, Hindustan Times (an English Daily) Bhopal, complaining about poor
water supply in your area.
Q.4- What is the moral of the story The Power of Determination?
Q.5- Why was the doctor amazed ?

Q.6- One of your friends has become disabled after an accident. He is very much depressed. Write a letter
telling him about the power of determination.
Q.7- How is Bhagat Singh remembered?
Q.8- Why was the jailor surprised when he looked at the three revolutionaries?
Q.9- Write a message to your mother. You can't wait for her to return home till 3 P.M. as you have to go
to play a match. You are Shantanu.
Q.10- Whom does the poet address to and what do the children spread ?
Q.11- What are the questions which perplexed the poet?
Q.12- Who are better than wisdom of the books?
Q.13- Write an application to the librarian of your school requesting him to issue you No-dues certificate,
as you have deposited all the books.

